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Long live the torch!
If you thought that headlamps had made the trusty torch redundant,
think again. There is a mind-boggling array of options out there,
some of which are spectacularly bright. These are the best.
Our
pick!
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Lumen wHat?
Luminous flux, measured in
lumens, is the total quantity of
light emitted from a source, and
the distance that is illuminated.
A candle emits about 10 lumens
and a household light fitting
about 150 lumens. The greater
the lumen value, the brighter
the torch. Bear in mind that
most manufacturers give the
lumen value of a torch on its
brightest setting.

TOUGH & BRIGHT
Our
pick!

BACKUP & EMERGENCY
Trail 2-in-1 LED
lantern torch
A 25-lumen torch, a weaker area
lantern and an energy-efficient
orange signal beam all jammed
into one R70 package – including
batteries! It’s an absolute bargain,
but unless you’re really after the
lantern function, rather spend the
same money on a single-function
torch that is smaller, brighter and
more durable.
R70 at Mr Price Sport
mrpricesport.com
25 lumens
24-hour battery life on high
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Cape Union Cebelrai

Life + Gear Glow LED

Trailboss 3W Aluminium

This waterproof plastic torch
uses four basic LEDs to produce
a respectable 31 lumens on a
single power setting. It really is
waterproof (I took it for a swim)
and it has a carabiner clip so you
can attach it to your belt loop or
backpack. It’s good as a durable
backup light when you’re hiking
or camping, in tandem with
your headlamp.
R100 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za
31 lumens
20-hour battery life

This torch is more of an emergency
light than an everyday workhorse.
Its main bulb gives 12 lumens
of light and the glowing handle
(available in a variety of colours)
acts like a signal beacon. It’s water
proof and it turns itself on in signal
mode when it makes contact with
water. For when you fall off the boat
in the middle of the night…
R110 at Outdoor Warehouse
outdoorwarehouse.co.za
12 lumens
400-hour battery life
on signal mode

If you want an affordable, bright and
robust torch that’s small enough to
slip into your pocket, cubbyhole or
side pouch of your backpack, this is
the one. It has a strong aluminium
casing and it uses a Cree LED (the
leading brand in the LED business)
that delivers 120 lumens on maxi
mum power. It has three power
settings: low, high and strobe. Use
it on low to prolong the battery life.
R150 at Outdoor Warehouse
outdoorwarehouse.co.za
120 lumens
8-hour battery life on high

Maglite 3-Cell D LED

Zartek ZA-458

LED Lenser M5

Supbeam L10

Back in the day, Maglite was the top
torch brand. But since the advent
of LEDs they’ve lost the plot a bit.
Although this torch is powered by
an LED (unbelievably, Maglite still
makes non-LED torches) its single
power setting isn’t particularly
bright considering the three huge
D cells that power it.
On the positive side, it has an
excellent battery life considering
its lumen output, a long 364 m
beam with adjustable focus (sadly
not nearly as good as the one on
the LED Lenser torches tested)
and a truncheon-like feel in your
hand. It could easily double as
a formidable weapon.
R650 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za
131 lumens
79-hour battery life

If you want the performance of a
high-end rechargeable torch but
you don’t have thousands to spend,
look no further. The single Cree
LED delivers a hard-to-believe 900
lumens on maximum power and
the battery can be recharged from
the mains or a car cigarette lighter
without removing it from the torch.
The battery isn’t nearly as hightech as the one in the LED Lenser
M17R and battery life isn’t too great
on high as a result. But there are
five power modes and you should
get 20 hours of service on a low
setting. Or buy an extra battery: a
spare one only costs R130 (available
directly from Zartek).
R750 at Outdoor Warehouse
zartek.co.za
900 lumens
1,5-hour battery life on high

This is a gorgeous little torch that
easily justifies its price tag. Like
the Supbeam L10, it’s powered by
a single AA battery but it’s a bit
longer, heavier and brighter. It’s also
more energy-efficient and it’s one
of only three torches tested that has
a focusing system: push the bezel
away from you for a concentrated
beam and pull it towards you for
a wider beam.
These days most torches feature
a multi-purpose beam, but I enjoyed
being able to customise the beam
to the task at hand. Reading a map
is different to lighting the trail
ahead. It comes with a sheath, a
lanyard and a five-year guarantee.
R620 at leading outdoor stores
awesometools.co.za
140 lumens
3-hour battery life on high

Supbeam is a recently established
Chinese brand making a big impact
on the torch market. This pocket
rocket is barely bigger than the
penlight battery that powers it, but
its Cree LED delivers 120 lumens on
maximum power. It has four power
modes (low, medium, high, strobe)
and no power button: Simply twist
the head to turn it on and off and
to switch between modes.
The battery life is impressive,
but even if you run it dry you’ve
only used a single battery. The only
drawback is that because there’s
barely any casing, it does get hot,
especially on full power.
R300 (plus R75 delivery) at
Outdoor Depot outdoordepot.
co.za; ultranexus.co.za
120 lumens
1,5-hour battery life on high
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Our
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SCARE YOUR NEIGHBOURS
LED Lenser M17R
At only 850 lumens, the M17R
is the weakest torch in this
price range, but in the world of
high-tech lights it’s not all about
lumens. In the same way that you
might choose an AMG Mercedes
Benz instead of a Lamborghini,
the M17R offers stately German
engineering, an adjustable beam
and a rechargeable battery system
that blows the competition out of
the water.
The patented Safety Ytrion
batteries not only charge twice
as fast as others, they’re good for
more than 2 000 recharge cycles
– four times more than regular
lithium-ion cells.
If you want a super-bright
torch with a versatile beam and
great battery life that will never
break, this is it. It comes with a
88 July 2014

wall-mountable charger bracket,
a hard plastic case and a fiveyear guarantee.
R4 100 at leading outdoor stores;
awesometools.co.za
850 lumens
5-hour battery life on high

Supbeam K40
The K40 claims to produce the
longest beam in the world: 816 m.
Who am I to argue? It’s immense,
capable of lighting a lion kill on
the other side of the waterhole
with ease. (The long beam is great
for focusing on a distant object
you’ve already located. For scanning
a wider area, rather go for the
Nitecore TM26.)
I like that it uses an oldfashioned twist ring to switch
between power modes. Most

other high-end torches require you
to half-press the “on” switch, which
takes a bit of getting used to.
The biggest drawback is that
the batteries have to be externally
charged. Still, this is one hell of a
torch considering its price. It even
comes in a shiny metal carry case.
R2 235 (including delivery) at
Outdoor Depot outdoordepot.
co.za; ultranexus.co.za
1 368 lumens
2-hour battery life on high

Nitecore
Tiny Monster 26
We tested the older TM15 in go!
#86 and we were blown away by
its brightness. When we heard that
Nitecore had come up with a torch
that was 55 % brighter we couldn’t
resist. The four XM-L L2 LEDs give

off an absurd 3 800 lumens, which
is complete overkill. But who cares?
It’s also the coolest thing since
Edison had his light-bulb moment.
It’s hard to describe 3 800
lumens, but let’s just say it’s bright
enough to scare your neighbours.
The beam features an intense
white hot spot, but its overriding
characteristic is its spread – you
can light your whole garden.
It has a digital display that
gives current output in lumens,
remaining battery run-time and
the temperature of the torch. (It
gets seriously hot on full power.)
The batteries are charged internally,
either via mains power or a car
cigarette lighter.
R5 450 (including delivery) at
Nitecore nitecoresa.co.za
3 800 lumens
45-minute battery life on high

MORE THAN A TORCH
Blackfire Clamplight
This is one of those simple ideas
you wish you’d had yourself. It’s a
torch with a clamp and a pivoting
head, so you can attach it to the
table while you’re preparing the
evening meal or when you’re
playing an after-dinner game of
Scrabble. Then you can unclamp it
and use it to light your way to the
loo before bed. The legs can be
clicked open so you can also use
it as a freestanding lantern.
It produces a nice, ambient light
and it’s also waterproof. The nonwaterproof, 100-lumen model goes
for R300.
R400 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za
170 lumens
1,5-hour battery life
gomag.co.za
go-southernafrica.com

2,4 million volt
Stungun torch
I know people who carry this kind
of device on dusk dog walks – to
fend off aggressive advances from
two- and four-legged assailants.
(According to the supplier it will
leave your victim numb for hours
and suffering from headaches for
days…) Fortunately you need to
press two switches to activate the
stungun function so there’s not
much chance of it going off in
your pocket.
The torch delivers a respectable
150 lumens and the whole thing
charges from the mains.
R250 (plus R80 delivery) at
Stungun stungun.co.za
150 lumens
3-hour battery life

N-rit Music Torch

Zartek UV torch

If you shall have music wherever
you go, this aptly named torch
might be the answer to your
troubles. It has a 4 GB MP3 player
preloaded with a few Shania Twain
numbers and a built-in speaker.
The speaker only has one volume
setting (LOUD!), but fortunately
there’s also a headphone jack. And
loading your own tunes is a cinch.
It’s charged via USB and it comes
with a handlebar mount for your
bike. It even has an emergency
siren function. As you might have
guessed, it’s made in Korea.
R200 at Cape Union Mart
capeunionmart.co.za
150 lumens
4-hour battery life for the
torch, 6 hours for the music player

UV light has a different wavelength
to visible light, and a UV torch has
different applications to a regular
torch as a result. Its best party trick
is making a scorpion glow an eerie
white-blue. Go shine this torch on
a big tree in the campsite and you
won’t be able to fall asleep in your
tent later… (Read more about this
phenomenon on page 25. – Ed.)
Besides helping you find
scorpions, a UV torch is also good
at highlighting urine stains on
dodgy hotel beds (gross) and for
detecting counterfeit notes. UV light
is dangerous so never look directly
into the temptingly dim beam.
R100 at Outdoor Warehouse
zartek.co.za
10 m UV beam
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Overlanding made easy
The Shaw family from Elgin have been doing serious overlanding
trips since before their youngest daughter, Bronwen, was a year old.
(She’s now 14.) They’ve made mistakes along the way, but the more
mistakes you make the more proficient you get.
We never travel without… Gin,
tonic, ice and lemon or cucumber.
It makes those sunsets a little more
special. And of course, our National
Luna freezer for ice.
Favourite torch? Our Energizer
rechargeable LED spotlight. It’s an
awesome light with a battery that

lasts forever. It’s also tough enough
to cope with bumps and knocks.
Biggest waste of money? A solar
shower bag. It’s a good idea in
theory, but completely impractical
when you’re on the move. Rather
buy a small 12 V submersible
pump and a shower rose, and

remove the breather pipe from
a jerry can so the pump can fit
through the spout. Put the full
jerry can next to your campfire
and the water will be hot enough
for the best shower ever in 20
minutes. Whatever you do, don’t
close the jerry can cap when
heating the water!

WISH LIST

Hike with baby
Deuter is one of the world’s best backpack
brands and their Kid Comfort II is one of the
best baby carriers on the market. My editor said
I could only feature it if it was twice as good as
other baby carriers that cost half the price…
What is it? A baby carrier with all the bells and whistles. The five-way clip
on the harness wouldn’t be out of place on a car seat and the padded seat
and sides ensure that your little one has a smooth ride. It allows for sideentry, which is particularly useful when you’re struggling with your toddler.
But it’s not all about Baby’s comfort – it has an excellent air-flow
system to keep your back cool, plus a hip belt that moves with your hips
as you walk and an adjustable shoulder harness. It has a nifty sun shade,
a lightweight stand and it can even accommodate a hydration bladder.
Why would you want it? Because you want Baby and Dad to be
comfortable on a long walk. And it comes with a free teddy bear.
Verdict: It’s a worthwhile investment if you want to hike often with
a baby or a toddler. My daughter is noticeably happier on walks in
the Kid Comfort than she is in her regular carrier.
R2 700 at Cape Union Mart

capeunionmart.co.za
– Nick Dall
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